
Date: 24 April 2021 

1 SD software has option scanner, stock scanner feature and cloud storage of your analysis also 

work on android mobile.  2021 New addition Intraday top and bottom  

SWITCH TO WEEKLY TRADE WITH 1-SD IF YOU ARE FAILING IN INTRADAY 

Friends! 

Below given weekly level for nifty future and bank nifty future for (i.e. 26th to 29th  April 2021). 

What is 1 SD formula? Price range= (Price * volatility * square root of day) /square root of 365 

To learn Intraday Top and bottom calculation Visit this link  

Trend identification as per Fibonacci principle  

1sd price range   384.0346   

  Nifty 14333   

        

0.236 90.632 14423.63 14242.37 

0.382 146.701 14479.7 14186.3 

0.5 192.017 14525.02 14140.98 

0.618 237.333 14570.33 14095.67 

0.786 301.851 14634.85 14031.15 

0.888 341.023 14674.02 13991.98 

1.236 474.667 14807.67 13858.33 

1.618 621.368 14954.37 13711.63 

 

How to trade nifty future in uptrend breakout above 14424 ?  if nifty cross 14424 then you 

buy future at 14424 with 14400 put option monthly expiry buy with stop loss 14186. If it 

achieves the 1st target 14570 during the day or any point during the week revise your stop loss to 

14480 and hold the trade. If the 2nd target 14635 achieved revise the stop loss to 14525 and hold 

the trade.  If the 3rd target 14675 achieved, then trail or revise the stop loss to 14635. Continue 

this till last target is not achieved or trailing stop loss is not triggered. If trailing stop loss trigger, 

then close the hedging option position also.  

How to trade nifty future in Down trend breakout below 14242 ?  if nifty fall below 14242 then 

you sell at 14242 with 14250 call option buy stop loss 14480 If it achieves the 1st target 14096 

during the day or any point during the week revise your stop loss to 14186 and hold the trade. If 

the 2nd target 14031 achieved revise the stop loss to 14186 and hold the trade.  If the 3rd target 

14031 achieved, then trail or revise the stop loss to 14096. Continue this till last target is not 

achieved or trailing stop loss is not triggered. If trailing stop loss trigger, then close the hedging 

option position also.  

A.  Desktop edition+ App- Real time software using the - 1SD concept @ Rs6490 per 

year Call sales at 9941105705 /09841736980/044-43856715 to purchase. 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/nVXpv4n-j6I
https://www.smartfinancein.com/volatility-software.php


 

Bank nifty Weekly trend levels 

Bank nifty trend report for the week ( i.e. . 26th to 29th April 2021). 

1sdprice range 1379.653917   

Bank nifty 31602.8   

  

0.236 325.6 31928.4 31277.2 

0.382 527.03 32129.83 31075.77 

0.5 689.83 32292.63 30912.97 

0.618 852.63 32455.43 30750.17 

0.786 1084.41 32687.21 30518.39 

0.888 1225.13 32827.93 30377.67 

1.236 1705.25 33308.05 29897.55 

1.618 2232.28 33835.08 29370.52 
 

What trade decision one trader should take? Follow the same process as explained in the 

nifty trend analysis buy entry and sell entry must be at 0.382 crossover price points.  

Forward this report to your friends and post it in your face book 

and twitter. This will encourage many traders to follow this 

wonderful mathematical technique of trend forecast. 

Any problem in implementing this report in trade please email us at admin@smartfinance.in . we 

are committed to help you in your profitable trading venture.  

 

mailto:admin@smartfinance.in

